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• Developing best practice approaches
• To implementing standards and specifications
• For both educational content discovery and use
From Content Discovery To Content Use

- Content or user exchange?
- Reusable content (e.g., SCORM, IMS CC)
  - Content is moved to users’ systems
  - Users use their systems of choice
- Locked content (e.g., SSO)
  - Content is hosted on a system that controls access to it
  - Users are moved to the system that hosts the content they are interested in
This unit looks at the process of design – from assessing the complexity of design as an activity, to exposing the difficulty in making general conclusions about how designers work.
Direct Contribution to Standards

- IMS Learning Object Discovery & Exchange
- IMS Common Cartridge
- CEN EN Simple Publishing Interface
- CEN EN Simple Query Interface
- CEN WSLT Simple Publishing Interface
- CEN WSLT Social Data
- CEN WSLT Interoperability of LOR Registries
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